Crib
Twin
Full
Queen
King

27” x 52”
39” x 74”
54” x 74”
60” x 80”
76” x 80”

Twin XL
39” x 80”
Common for adjustable beds and for adults and taller children.
Full XL
54” x 80”
Not as common – usually used when the room dimensions do not permit a queen. Use queen size sheets for this
bed to save money.
California King
72” x 84”
A special size made to fit in a king waterbed platform (72” x 84”). This fits snugly and most brands make this
size. It is what we recommend for customers replacing their fluid king waterbed with an innerspring item.
Super Single Innerspring
46” x 82”
Innerspring mattress made to fit in the waterbed platform that is 48” x 84”.
Waterbed Innerspring Queen
58” x 82”
This is an uncommon size made to fit in a queen waterbed platform (60” x 84”). It does tend to slide around a
bit in the waterbed box and sheets are harder to find. We recommend using a regular queen in this situation.
Sheets are easy to find, it will fit snugly in the waterbed box and if the waterbed box is discarded a queen box
spring is easily purchased to go with the mattress to make a traditional queen set.
Waterbed Innerspring King
70” x 82”
Again, an odd size not made by many companies where the customer does not want the mattress to fit snugly in
the king waterbed platform (72’” x 84”). We do not recommend this size.
RV Queen
60” x 74”
When an RV or trailer has a queen, it is almost always a “short queen” because of the size limitations of the RV.
¾ Bed
48” x 74”
¾ Bed - Short
48” x 72”
These are antique mattresses. The 74” length is the common size, but some were made shorter. ALWAYS
double check the measurements on this bed.
FLUID MATTRESS SIZES
Waterbed Super Single
48” x 84”
Waterbed Queen
60” x 84”
Waterbed King
72” x 84”
Softsider Waterbeds
Same dimensions as their innerspring counterparts
Softsider boxes are usually flat wood platforms that may be used with an innerspring mattress. However, a few
brands had boxes with concave surfaces or a thick lip around the perimeter that would prohibit their use with an
innerspring mattress.

